03 Interventions

TODOPORLAPRAXIS

plaza cañada

# self construction
# public space

PLAN CANADA

Promoter
Al Shouruk
Location
Sector 5
Budget
500 € + reciclaje
Actors involved
Arquitectos sin Fronteras,
Todo por la praxis

Meeting space for local groups associated with a play area for children. As usual this is a
poor draft and all the material was recycled works and disposals of materials from neighbors. A small intervention that form the basis for future implementations was raised.

food bank

letters cañada

#visibility
#identity

# self construction
# public space

Promoter
Todo por la praxis
Location
Sector 4
Budget
1000 €
Actors involved
AAVV Sector 4

Promoter
Parroquia de Santo
domingo de la Calzada
Location
Sector 6
Budget
7000 €
Actors Involved
Recetas Urbanas &
Todo por la praxis

The purpose of this intervention was to
give visibility to the territory and try to
provide an identity. A three-dimensional
sign was created with the letters of
“Cañada Real” was built. The typography
used is the same as the one used for the
“Hollywood” sign in LA (EEUU).

The initial proposal was destined to set up an
equipment with educational character, giving
support to the volunteers and social workers.
Nowadays is a multi-use space used as a
logistic center, being the base of the food
bank

legal office
asesoria

#advice
#portable architecture

Promoter
Todo por la praxis
Location
Sector 3, 4,5
Budget
2000 €
Actors Involved
Secretariado Gitano
Caes

Legal counselling office of which objective is to give support to the vulnerable
situation of the inhabitants of the
Cañada Real Galiana. The advocacy
office consists on a mobile unit, a portable architecture of ephemeral character. With this it was pretended to put
closer in a direct and immediately way,
the legal assistance to the affected
neighbors of Cañada Real.

grandstands

# self construction
# recycle material

Promoter
Asociación el Fanal
Location
Sector 4
Budget
600 € + reciclaje
Actors envolved
Recetas Urbanas
&Todo por la praxis

These grandstands configure one of
the few sport facilities in Cañada. This
football court is linked with the “El
fanal” association that realizes works
of teaching support for young and old
people.

